
How can we make our sites as wildlife-friendly as possible?

A brief survey of the Alderman Moore Site

THE SURVEY

An allotment plot is always going to be ‘wildlife-friendly’, especially if it has a diverse range of flora and is free

of pesticides. But are there simple things that individual tenants and HwDAA can do to make our sites even

more ‘wildlife-friendly’, whilst still being cultivated and well-managed? This might include doing more of what

we are already doing, but on a larger scale.

To begin to answer this question, we carried out a simple survey of the Alderman Moore’s site, walking the

boundary and many of the plots with the Site Rep Phil Cass. Our intention was to look for the things that

encourage fauna, be they birds, invertebrates or reptiles.

The perimeter of the site [including the gates] is approximately 832m [910 yards], and its area is

approximately 4.3 hectares [10.6 acres]. However the actual length of tree and hedge cover is greater than

this, as is discussed below.



Ponds

Ponds, by offering a different habitat, are one of the easiest ways of increasing the diversity of wildlife. We

spotted around seventeen ponds [there were also two ponds specifically used for fish, including a ‘rescue

pond’ for fish found elsewhere]. Four of these ponds were on one plot, and a further ‘nature’ plot [see below

for more details] has two ponds. We learnt from a tenant that newts have colonised one of the ponds, and

tadpoles successfully introduced in another.

We were reminded by a tenant of the importance of ponds being visible, as a safety measure, and there

should be consideration of whether fencing is needed or not.

Trees, shrubs and climbers alongside the boundary walls & fences

Before we set out on the surveys, we thought that the perimeter of a site might offer unused potential for

further wildlife habitats.  However, in practice we have found that there is little further that could or need be

done [apart from vigilance around the existing boundary greenery]. Each of Alderman Moore’s four

boundaries is different in its green cover. On the west side [left hand in the photo] the boundary is green

mature, ‘scrubby’ cover, including ash, fir and hawthorn. Beyond the fence is a largely unmanaged strip of

land/back lane, owned by Bristol City Council, also full of green cover. The southern boundary comprises

mainly hedgerow and climbers, and it borders an access lane for the houses. On the eastern [RH] side is the

Portishead railway line with, again, green cover both on the Association side of the boundary and alongside

the line. The Site Rep has planted some English mixed hedge along sparser parts of this boundary. Finally, the

northern [top] side of the site marks a new boundary with the recent housing development. Nevertheless

there is older green cover, mostly climbers. On the other side of the new fence boundary is a disappointing

narrow new planting of silver birch, more ornamental than wildlife cover.

Alderman Moore’s is the only Association site that has substantial hedges and some mature trees within the

site. The original [much larger] site was purchased as several fields by Alderman Moore in 1918 and then

donated to the Association. Around 1965 the northern part was abandoned and left to revert to scrub; it is

this part that has recently been developed for housing. But it is the Victorian legacy of the original field

boundaries that has left the site with additional tree and hedge cover. A glance at the aerial view clearly

shows two remaining field boundaries that are now within the site [running top to bottom in the photo].

These include an oak tree in the top left hand corner, and three further ones in the old field boundary

running along the centre of the site.

Thus at least three of the site boundaries plus much of the two old field boundaries are undoubtedly

providing nesting shelter, flowers for pollinators and food for birds.  Even excluding the northern boundary

with the new housing development, an estimate of these linear wildlife homes gives a total of around 854

metres [934 yards] of mature green cover. If we include the [less well developed] northern boundary, the

total is around 1.1 km. In addition, one tenant [the Site Rep] has planted a length of native hedge, now ten

years old, as a plot boundary.

All of our sites have to be seen as part of a wider green area. Alderman Moore’s is perhaps the least

immediately adjacent to other sizeable green areas. Nevertheless, it is close to the ‘Ashton Vale Wetlands’,

and the site also has a surprising green corridor of connectivity with both White City and Bower Ashton – the

railway line and its embankments and cuttings.



Bird & bat boxes and ‘insect hotels’

These are easy & cheap to make and install. We saw a couple of insect hotels [arrangements of decaying or

hollow wood], and bird boxes, but by their nature we may have missed some. We did not spot any bat or owl

boxes.

Beehives

There is an inactive hive, and also a ‘long hive’, which has been built purely to host bees rather than collect

honey. This has been in use recently, but is currently unoccupied.

The unexpected finds

1. One plot has [until very recently] been cultivated for many years as a permaculture plot

2. A two-year old ‘nature plot’, dedicated to creating different wildlife habitats throughout the year

[including a pond, sedum roof and bird feeders]. This is managed by an individual tenant, but could

be an idea adopted elsewhere as a ‘communal’ plot. Another tenant also spoke of deliberately

ensuring that pollinating plants were available through the seasons e.g. heather

3. A plot devoted to flowers

4. A plot with a water storage system , connecting tanks and tubs, so that almost no mains water was

required

5. An orchard - a plot dedicated solely to fruit trees. We noticed that the site in general seemed to have

more fruit trees per acre than our other sites. As well as apples and pears, we spotted quince, walnut

and a medlar.

Note: plots on the site vary greatly in size; all of the above are smaller than a ‘standard’ full-size 10 square

rods plot.

Tenants have reported foxes and badgers caught on camera, but this was not a scientific survey, and it is likely

that plot-holders have seen other mammals; perhaps a tenant might like to use a trail-camera to investigate

their presence further. As to birds, the Site Rep has logged 28 species landing on their plot [not including ones

that just fly over!]

OBSERVATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In this next section of this survey we have listed several recommendations for all of the Association’s sites,

including this one.

During the summer and autumn of 2021 we surveyed each of the Association’s sites.  Our findings and

suggestions have been similar, but each site has its own characteristics, both in terms of the ‘infrastructure’

[boundary hedges & walls etc] and the approach of different plot holders, such as the creation of ponds, for

example. It has also become evident that individual Site Reps can be influential in encouraging positive

wildlife-friendly developments.

Is there potential for more trees, shrubs and climbers? Before we embarked on the surveys, we thought that

the perimeter of a site might offer unused potential for further wildlife habitats.  However, in practice we

have found that there is little further that could or need be done to enhance the wildlife habitats along the

boundaries, and this is the case at Alderman Moore’s, whose perimeter is almost entirely full or part-hedge.

As with all of the Association sites, continued valuing of these existing hedges would be a good commitment

by the Association. This could include continued skilful maintenance by tenants or the Association & its

contractors, with careful observance of ecological advice, such as not cutting hedges in the nesting season. It



is worth noting that the Horfield & District Allotments Association has a team of tenant volunteers for their

hedge maintenance.

So what other potential is there for further improvement of our sites’ ‘wildlife-friendliness’? Small scale

improvements add up, and some of those small additions that could help wildlife are often ones that can be

taken by individual tenants.  Below are recommendations relating to all our sites; they all come from our

surveys and our discussions with tenants and Site Reps. The suggested actions are in two sections, for

individual tenants and the Association.

Actions by tenants could include:

1. Ponds, even modest in size

2. Nesting boxes, perhaps for owls and bats as well as specific birds

3. Insect hotels, whether they be bought, constructed or just a square foot or so of intentionally untidy

roof tiles & small logs etc

4. Water use and conservation systems reducing or almost eliminating the need for regular mains water

on a plot

5. Slow worm shelters, such as small piles of logs, tiles, mats  or wooden planks

6. There is further discussion/research needed as to the value of encouraging bird feeders on a site [one

factor being the negative effect of the wrong food, including attracting rats and pigeons]

As to the Association’s role with tenants, one of the easiest but most influential actions could be to actively

encourage the improvements listed above, through, for example:

1. Publicising with tenants that these wildlife-friendly measures are encouraged, not forbidden.

2. Site Rep conversations with new tenants, as well as written advice

3. A well-researched & easy to use page on the website

4. Regular Reports and ‘what I have done/wildlife seen’ stories in the newsletter

5. One or two volunteers on each site being available for practical tips

6. Advising tenants about best practice in managing the vertical green spaces at the end of their plot

7. An information board on each site about wildlife to look out for e.g. ‘butterflies this month’, perhaps

with a place to log sightings

8. Most tenants don’t get to see other plots, let alone other sites. Small guided tours of sites, open to

any tenant, might be very informative, looking at features such as ponds.

Many of the above could first be trialled at one or two sites, to see how they work.

In our site surveys we have become aware of the need for the Association to be alert to the intentions of the

property owners that bound the site. The creatures that use wildlife corridors do not, as we know, understand

who owns them.  We suggest that the Association actively manages relationships with our neighbours1, so as

to ensure that we are consulted around possible tree-felling and the use of herbicides, which can drastically

affect wildlife corridors.

Site Reps and tenants have also raised a couple of other issues, which we feel need debate and decisions by

the Association:

1. In our discussions it was clear that the issue of discouraging or banning pesticides and/or herbicides

was a hot topic, and not one that can avoided for long. Anecdotally, one person thought the use of

1 At Alderman Moore’s, this probably includes Network Rail, individual house owners and the Council Housing
Department



these seems to be low, but across all of the sites there is not enough evidence as to the scale of their

use. Nobody we spoke to encouraged or used chemical treatments themselves; one Site Rep said that

banning would be heavy-handed, but another tenant was very saddened by the ‘drift’ from the use of

herbicides on their neighbour’s plot.

2. Can a tidy allotment be a wildlife-friendly allotment? We think the answer is yes, but a little more

information and research might settle this question and help tenants appreciate that they do not

have to choose between these two. Equally, it might help Site Reps when they feel that an untended

allotment is being described virtuously as a wildlife friendly one.

Martin Howard & Paul Finch
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